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Abstract
The Deliverable 6.2 reports dissemination of good innovation practices of Industrial Innovation in
Transition (IIT) project.
The good innovation practices dissemination of IIT target all European companies and European Round
Table for Industrialists (ERT). The dissemination of the good innovation practices is executed through three
channels: workshops, written material and project website.
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Introduction

The Deliverable 6.2 reports the dissemination of good innovation practices discovered in the Industrial
Innovation in Transition (IIT) project.
The good innovation practices dissemination of IIT is aimed particularly for all European companies and
also for European Round Table of Industrialists. The dissemination has been taking place through three
channels:
•
•
•

Participating and organizing workshops and events where IIT good innovation practices can be
presented and discussed
Spreading written material about the good innovation practices discovered in the project
Using the project website for disseminating the good innovation practices

Workshops and events:
The aim of the workshops has been to disseminate the IIT good innovation practices to European
companies either directly to the interested companies or through federations and associations of the target
companies. IIT has both participated in workshops and events organized by others (companies, association
and federations) but also organized some dissemination events by itself if suitable workshops/events have
not been available at a given time in a given country. Altogether, 9 workshops have been held by the end
of June, and 6 new workshops are to be held by the end of the year 2017.
Written material:
Main document for disseminating the good innovation practices is Deliverable 2.5 Innovation best practices
report that has been made available through the website of the IIT project but also through the websites of
different stakeholders, companies, federations and associations. Besides disseminating Deliverable 2.5 also
news articles have been written in order to disseminate the results through different companies and
associations.
Project website:
The project website has been used to spread information about the progress of the project and the
developing of the good innovation practices. The project website also includes links to the public and
published Deliverables of IIT and other important information for innovating companies, association and
federations.
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2

Workshops delivered

In this Chapter we will shortly describe all the workshops for companies in which IIT good innovation
practices have already been disseminated.

FINANCING R&D: TOOLS FOR SMES, 17 March 2016
Place of the event: Madrid
www pages of the event: http://www.camaramadrid.es/asp/agenda/acto.asp?elem=358&Id=4349
Event organizers: Chamber of Commerce of Madrid & Zabala Innovation Consulting
IIT participants: Javier Iriarte
Description of the dissemination: Presentation of the IIT project, objectives and results to be obtained.
Benefits for industry, specifically for SMEs. Advantages if participating in the interviews, case-studies and
survey to be carried within the IIT.
Feedback from the audience: Positive, several companies requested additional information about IIT and
some registered for participation.
Audience description: industry, civil society, policy makers, media
Audience size: 20 people (the event had a workshop format and therefore it had a limited capacity)

EUROPEAN FINANCING SUPPORT FOR INNOVATION IN SMES, 18 March 2016
Place of the event: Santander
www-pages of the event: http://www.zabala.es/es/noticias/c%C3%B3mo-financiar-la-innovaci%C3%B3nen-pymes-con-fondos-europeos-pr%C3%B3xima-jornada-en-santander
Event organizers: Chamber of Commerce of Santander & Zabala Innovation Consulting
IIT participants: Javier Iriarte / Erik Zabala
Description of the dissemination: Presentation of the IIT project, objectives and results to be obtained.
Benefits for industry, specifically for SMEs. Advantages if participating in the interviews, case-studies and
survey to be carried within the IIT
Feedback from the audience: Positive, several companies requested additional information about IIT and
some registered for participation.
Audience description: scientific community, industry, civil society, policy makers, media
Audience size: 50 people
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Photos:
http://www.eldiario.es/norte/cantabria/ultima-hora/treintena-empresarios-tecnicos-participanfinanciacion_0_495900952.html

EUROSCIENCE OPEN FORUM (ESOF), 24-26 July 2016
Place of the event: Manchester
www pages of the event: www.esof.eu
Event organizers: European Union, ESOF, University of Manchester and Manchester Growth Company.
IIT participants: Prof Erkki Ormala (Moderator, Aalto Univeristy), Dr. Lisa Dale-Clough (University of
Manchester), Dr. Bernd Korve (Siemens Panel member), Dr. Peter Dröll (European Commission Panel
member)
Description of the dissemination: Dr. Dale-Clough presented the IIT project and some of its first findings on
ecosystem management. European companies are actively involved in ecosystems and are well aware of
their position trying to manage not only their own innovation but also involving other key players in their
management process. Most common roles were trends setters, integrators and bridge builders. Customers
were the most common partners in the ecosystems. Companies experience that the quality of
product/services together with technological leadership are the enablers to strengthen their position in the
ecosystem. Knowledge flow were considered the most important elements of the ecosystems.
Feedback from the audience: Following debate covered a wide range of issues. Open innovation is currently
widely used term in industry but there are some confusions around the concept. Dr. Dröll emphasized that
companies can trust that their intellectual capital is still protected when required. It was agreed that in
Europe we are in shortage of system integrators which is severely weakening the industrial competitiveness
in Europe. Some remarks were made about the consequences of Brexit for industrial innovation. Finally,
there was a wide debated about disseminating the results as well possibilities of performing similar results
in other countries. For example the Chinese Academy of Science indicated interest to collaborate in the
future.
Audience description: scientific community, industry, civil society, policy makers, media, other
Audience size: 80

TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES OF FINLAND; INNOVATION AND RESEARCH BOARD, 9 December 2016
Place of the event: Technology Industries of Finland, Helsinki, Finland
www pages: none
Event organizers: Technology Industries of Finland
IIT participants: Erkki Ormala
Description of the dissemination: Event was interactive and involved a lot of questions and remarks. The IIT
findings were considered highly interesting and, in particular, relevant for companies as they are actively
developing their innovation management practices and principles. Ecosystems, open innovation and
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innovation process management were the most discussed topics. The key challenge seemed to be how to
manage the innovation in an ecosystem and how to transfer from traditional ecosystem to new business
ecosystem. In that context new organizational arrangements and management practices were considered
critical.
Feedback from the audience: The audience felt that the IIT findings were highly relevant and they wanted
to continue the discussion as more results will be available.
Audience description: Industrial companies and some university representatives:

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS SEMINAR, 15 December 2016
Place of the event: TUT Innovation and Business Centre MEKTORY, Tallinn, Estonia
Event organizers: TUT, Innovation and Business Centre Mektory Directorand TUT Virumaa Colleg
Polevkivi keskus
IIT participants: Erkki Ormala, and Jukka Mattila
Description of the dissemination: Speakers included the former vice-president of NOKIA and current Aalto
University professor Erkki Ormala, TUT vice-rector prof. Renno Veinthal, Aalto University researcher Jukka
Mattila, Sigrid Rajalo from the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communication, and researcher Erkki Karo
from RNS.
Feedback from the audience: A lively discussion and deep interest to deepen the relations between Aalto
and TUT.
Audience description: scientific community, industry, civil society, policy makers
Audience size: 30

FIRST DUTCH-GERMAN SCIENCE AND INNOVATION DAYS, 9-10 February 2017
Place of the event: Nijmegen, NL
www pages of the event: https://www.healthvalley.nl/events/first-dutch-german-science-and-innovationdays
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Event organizers: Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science; German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research
IIT participants: Stefan Kuhlmann
Description of the dissemination: Stefan Kuhlmann gave a keynote lecture on ‘Innovation Policy for
Transformation. The German ‘High-Tech Strategy’ and beyond ‘
Feedback from the audience: Discussion with Dutch and German Research Ministers and other leading
people on lecture.
Audience description: scientific community, industry, civil society, policy makers, media, other
Audience size: 150

SPRING SUMMIT OF ACADEMIC ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS IN FINLAND, 23 March 2017
Place of the event: Aulanko, Hämeenlinna, Finland
www pages of the event: none
Event organizers: Tekniikan akateemiset (TEK), (Academic engineers and architects in Finland)
IIT participants: Erkki Ormala
Description of the dissemination: The event was organized for the leading academic engineers and
architects working in academia, industry or public administration in Finland. The IIT presentation was part
of the morning session, which included reports from recent studies and innovation policy reviews
conducted in Finland including the OECD review and barometer of the innovation performance of Finnish
industries. The three presentations gave similar picture of the recent developments and the meeting
strongly committed to find ways to improve the situation.
Feedback from the audience: The discussion concentrated on the opportunities to find appropriate ways to
improve the situation. Government’s coming mid-term review was considered a key opportunity to get
political support to changing the course. An article was published after seminar:
https://lehti.tek.fi/tekniikka/innovaatiotoimintaa-edistamaan
Audience description: scientific community, industry, civil society, policy makers, media
Audience size: 150

SCIENTIFIC WORKSHOP ON TRANSFORMING INNOVATION POLICY, 25 April 2017
Place of the event: Madrid, Fundacion Ramon Areces
www pages of the event:
http://www.fundacionareces.es/fundacionareces/cargarAplicacionAgendaEventos.do?verPrograma=1&idTi
poEvento=1&fechaInicio=25%2F04%2F2017&identificador=2002&fechaFinalizacion=25%2F04%2F2017&niv
elAgenda=2
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IIT participants: Kornelia Konrad
Description of the dissemination: Presentation ‘Networked Forms of Foresight – Intermediary between
Innovation Policy and Companies?’ of IIT results on Future Mapping, discussion of potential of diverse
forms of networked foresight for functioning as an intermediary between policy and innovation actors, in
particular companies.
Feedback from the audience: Importance of transforming and adapting innovation policy to changed
conditions of innovation shared, cooperation between different types of companies reluctant to engage
with each other, e.g. small and large companies, needs specific attention
Audience description: scientific community, industry, policy makers
Audience size (number): 30-40

INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION IN TRANSITION: IMPLICATIONS FOR INNOVATION POLICY SCIENCE
FOUNDATION IRELAND , 23 June 2017
Place of the event: Dublin, Ireland
www pages of the event: N/A
Event organizers: The University of Manchester and Science Foundation Ireland
IIT participants: Luke Georghiou, Lisa Dale Clough, Chiara Marzocchi, Jillian Yeow, Deborah Cox
Description of the dissemination: The IIT research project team organised a dissemination of findings
event with the Science Foundation Ireland. Professor Georghiou presented ‘Industrial innovation in
Transition: Key findings for Ireland’ and Dr Dale Clough presented some ‘Early reflections on policy
implications for Ireland from the IIT project’. The audience numbered some 60 people including The
Deputy Prime Minister Frances Fitzgerald TD, the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, the
Secretary General in the Prime Minister’s Department, the Secretary General in the Department of Jobs,
Enterprise and Innovation, staff from Innovation, Science and Industrial Policy units; Department of Finance
and Public Expenditure and Reform; Research Centre Leaders and Research Grant Agencies. The event was
organised in collaboration with Professor Mark Ferguson, Director General of Science Foundation Ireland
and the location of the event was the Department of Toiseach, Merin Street, Dublin.
Feedback from the audience: There was a continuous stream of questions from the
audience who raised over 40 questions in the Q&A session after the presentations. In her
wrap up the Irish Secretary General for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, Dr Orlaigh Quinn,
thanked Professor Georghiou and the Manchester team for a thought provoking talk and
for a wonderful and interesting session. She noted that “the Partnership approach
stands out very much in Ireland. We can see clustering and its benefits and to be
enthusiastic for it.”
Audience description: Industry, Policy makers, Media, Other
Audience size: 60
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3

Upcoming workshops

In this part we will present all the upcoming dissemination events that will take place between JuneDecember 2017.

NEW INNOVATION MODELS IN THE EUROPEAN INDUSTRY, 1 June 2017
Place of the event: Madrid
News in Zabala web: “Nuevos modelos de innovación en la industria europea”
IIT participants: Javier Iriarte, José María Zabala
Audience size: expected 100.

INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUIUM ON REGIONAL
O REGIONÁLNÍCH VĚDÁCH), 14–16 June 2017

SCIENCES

(MEZINÁRODNÍ

KOLOKVIUM

Place of the event: Kurdejov, Czech Republic,
www pages of the event: http://www.econ.muni.cz/veda-a-vyzkum/konference-seminare-a-kolokvia-naesf/mezinarodni-kolokvium-o-regionalnich-vedach
IIT participants: Enikö Linshalm, Angelika Sauer, Wolfgang Polt
Audience size: 15-20 local companies, over 100 other type of participants

THE COMPETITIVENESS WORKING GROUP OF THE EUROPAN ROUNDTABLE OF INDUSTRIALIST
(THE ERT), 29 June 2017
Place of the event: Brussels
www pages of the ERT: https://www.ert.eu/
Event organizer(s): ERT
IIT participants: Erkki Ormala
Description of the dissemination: The ERT was key partner in supporting the IIT project. In June they
organize a Competitiveness Working Group meeting to discuss the findings of the project. They are
interested to understand how the innovation processes have changed and what the learnings of good
practice. They are also interested to discuss how to reform the European Innovation landscape to make a
better place for industry to innovate.
Expected outcomes/feedback of the event: The ERT is a key partner for the European institutions in the
debate how to improve conditions for better economic growth and job creation. They are also highly
respected in the industry world as the members are the 50 largest European companies. In the discussion,
the ERT Competitiveness Working expressed its interest to use the IIT results in their work to improve the
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innovation landscape in Europe, make FP9 more industry relevant and improve the competitiveness of the
European industry. Next meeting with the ERT will be arranged on the 5th September.
Audience description: Industry
Audience size: 40

NEW INNOVATION MODELS IN THE EUROPAN INDUSTRY, July 2017
Date of the event: 11-12 July 2017
Place of the event: Porto (Portugal)
www pages of the event: aimmap.pt
Event organizers: AIMMAP (Association of Metal-mechanics Industries of Portugal)
IIT participants: Alexandre Sousa (he was the person carrying-out the interviews to Portuguese
companies), Patricia Fernández (Chief of Zabala Office in Galicia, Spain, region).
Audience description: Industry
Audience size: expected 20

AUSTRIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (WKO), 15 September 2017
Place of the event: Austrian Chamber of Commerce, Economic Policy Department, Vienna
www pages of the event: https://www.wko.at/
IIT participants: Enikö Linshalm, Angelika Sauer, Michael Ploder, Wolfgang Polt
Audience size (number): 15-20 participants

INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION IN TRANSITION: RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS, October 2017
Place of the event: TUT Mektory, Tallinn, Estonia
www pages of the event: https://www.ttu.ee/mektory-eng
IIT participants: Anu Nuut
Audience size: Audience approximately 100 (Scientific community 10, Industry 60, Civil Society 5, Policy
makers 10, Medias 1, Other 20)
The following table (Table 1) summarizes all the good innovation practices events (both delivered and
upcoming).
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Country

Event

Date

Finland

TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES OF FINLAND; INNOVATION AND RESEARCH
BOARD

9 December 2016

Estonia

SPRING SUMMIT OF ACADEMIC ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS IN
FINLAND

23 March 2017

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS SEMINAR

15 December 2016

INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION
IMPLICATIONS

IN

TRANSITION:

RESULTS

AND

October 2017

UK

EUROSCIENCE OPEN FORUM (ESOF)

24-25 July 2016

Ireland

INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION IN TRANSITION: IMPLICATIONS FOR
INNOVATION POLICY; SCIENCE FOUNDATION

23 June 2017

The
Netherlands

FIRST DUTCH-GERMAN SCIENCE AND INNOVATION DAYS

9-10 February 2017

Germany

SEE ABOVE

SEE ABOVE

Austria

AUSTRIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (WKO)

15 September 2017

Czech

INTERNATIONAL
COLLOQUIUM
ON
REGIONAL
(MEZINÁRODNÍ KOLOKVIUM O REGIONÁLNÍCH VĚDÁCH)

Spain

FINANCING R&D: TOOLS FOR SMES

17 March 2016

EUROPEAN FINANCING SUPPORT FOR INNOVATION IN SMES

18 March 2016

SCIENTIFIC WORKSHOP ON TRANSFORMING INNOVATION POLICY

25 April 2017

NEW INNOVATION MODELS IN THE EUROPAN INDUSTRY

1 June 2017

Portugal

NEW INNOVATION MODELS IN THE EUROPAN INDUSTRY

July 2017

ERT/Belgium
(Brussels)

THE COMPETITIVENESS WORKING GROUP OF THE EUROPEAM
ROUNDTABLE OF INDUSTRIALISTS (THE ERT)

29 June 2017

SCIENCES

14–16 June 2017

Table1: Summary of the good innovation practices events
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Written dissemination material for companies

The main dissemination document for the dissemination of the IIT innovation good practices is D 2.5
‘Innovation best practices report’. The report will be translated into national languages in countries where
English is not the most common business language (in Spain, Italy and Portugal) and disseminated
followingly during June-December 2017:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

In Finland the IIT team has been in contact with Confederation of Finnish industries,
Technology industries of Finland, Food and drink industries’ federation and Pharmaceutical
industry Finland to establish a link to D 2.5 from webpages/newsletter of these
organizations
In Estonia Tallinn University of Technology has been in contact with the Ministry of
Economic affairs to disseminate the IIT results.
In the UK, D.2.5 will be posted onto the Manchester Institute of Innovation research
website, twitter account, facebook and LinkedIn Groups. A short précis of the report will be
prepared and a link will be hosted on the InnovateUK blog (agreed in January 2017).
For companies in Ireland, D 2.5 will be posted onto the Manchester Institute of Innovation
research website, twitter account, facebook and LinkedIn Groups. A short précis of the
report will be prepared and a link will be shared with Enterprise Ireland to disseminate
through their communications channels.
In Austria the IIT Team is going to disseminate D 2.5 in a workshop of InnoRegion Sytria, to
about more than 30 leading companies in the Region Styria, and personally through their
mailing lists of InnoRegio Styria.
In the Czech Republic the IIT team will get in touch in the framework of the International
Colloquium on Regional Sciences with leading national companies and will disseminate D
2.5 though those channels.
In the Netherlands the IIT team will get in touch with the “Kennispark Twente” (regional
cluster) and with representatives from the “region of Twente” (policy); on the national level
the aim is to disseminate the results to the “topsectoren” initiative (policy and companies).
In DE the IIT team will be in contact with Bitkom, DIHK Deutscher Industrie- und
Handelskammertag e. V., Bio Deutschland, Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen
Ernährungsindustrie
In Portugal the Spanish team is going to disseminate D 2.5 in a workshop in collaboration
with the Agencia de Innovaçao (Oporto/Lisboa). Zabala Portuguese partner Lusotecnalia
(subcontracted to carry out the IIT interviews) will disseminate D2.5, through their
mailinglists.
In Italy the Spanish IIT team has contacted Cotec Italy (Mr. Claudio Roveda)
http://www.cotec.it/. The intention is that Cotec Italy could help IIT to participate in an
event in Italy, in order to disseminate D2.5 through its dissemination channels. Zabala
Italian partner iCons (subcontracted to carry out the IIT interviews) will disseminate D2.5,
through their mailinglists. Also Cotec Italy will publish a newsletter in its web with a link to
D2.5.
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Additionally six independent articles about IIT good innovation practices presentations have been published
on the webpages of some stakeholders:
1. Levander, K. (2017): TEK verkkolehti, 24 March 2017: Innovaatiotoimintaa edistämään
https://lehti.tek.fi/tekniikka/innovaatiotoimintaa-edistamaan

Picture 1: Picture of Prof. Erkki Ormala related to the article in TEK verkkolehti

2. Australia welcomes innovation expert, 20.3.2017, METS Ignited webpage news
https://www.metsignited.org/Story?Action=View&Story_id=38

Picture 2: Picture of Prof. Erkki Ormala related to the article in METS

3. McGinn, Jack 2017: Innovation adaptation, National mining chronicle,/ April/May 2017
https://www.metsignited.org/Attachment?Action=Download&Attachment_id=100
4. Deighton, Ben 2017: Europe’s companies often need a kick-start for innovation – Prof. Luke
Georghiou, Horizon: The EU Research and Innovation magazine, 29 May 2017
https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/europe-s-companies-often-need-kick-start-innovation-profluke-georghiou_en.html
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Picture 3: Prof. Luke Georghiou says that Europe needs more companies that are able
to apply research in Horizon magazine.

5. Submission by the Manchester Institute of Innovation Research to the Government’s
consultation on the Green Paper: Building our Industrial Strategy, 10 April 2017
The University of Manchester Team used the findings of the IIT study to contribute to the response
to the UK Industrial Strategy Consultation submitted by the Manchester Institute of Innovation
Research: https://mioirblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/24/industrial-strategy-consultation-instituteresponse/ The team also submitted a separate briefing paper to the Industrial Strategy Team and
the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy.
6. Sector público e inversores, imprescindibles en el ecosistema innovador de las empresas
europeas, 2 June 2017, Zabala innovation consulting web-pages
http://www.zabala.es/es/noticias/sector-p%C3%BAblico-e-inversores-imprescindibles-en-elecosistema-innovador-de-las-empresas
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Project website

Information about the project has been disseminated during the whole project through the project
webpages that can be found in the following address:
www.iit-project.eu
The project webpages consist of the following pages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home
Project overview (About, Scientific method and Work packages)
Consortium (Shortly introducing the partners)
Deliverables and Publications (Links to public accepted deliverables and publications)
Open Data
News and Events (Stories about the current development of the project)
Contact

The project webpages have had continuous flow of new visitors (Picture 4). All together over 12000
people have visited the project website between July 2015 and July 2017 and 72% of the visitors have
been visiting the site the first time. Interest towards the project has been extremely high between May
and July 2017.

Picture 4: IIT webpages visitors
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Picture 5: Depth of a visit
News and Events have been updated about once a month to attract new readers, tell about the progress
and disseminate early results. Latest news since autumn 2017 include the following topics:
25.10.2016 – News
Growing interest towards the IIT preliminary results on high level forums
7.1.2017 – News
1st IIT results out now: Co-operations for improving present and future innovativity have become more
important for European companies. However, open innovation is still challenging. Read more
12.1.2017 – News
Progress with Interview Data Analysis
12.1.2017 – News
IIT session at the 2017 Annual Conference of the Eu-SPRI Forum: “The Future of STI – The Future of STI
Policy”, Vienna 7-9 June
13.2.2017 – News
“Overview of eleven member states innovation policies” is now online available
16.2.2017 – News
IIT paper at the XXVIII ISPIM INNOVATION CONFERENCE: “Composing the Innovation Symphony”, Vienna
18-21 June
1.3.2017 – News
Professor Erkki Ormala summarizes main starting points and current outcomes of the IIT project
24.3.2017 – News
Australia is interested in European innovation research!
The IIT webpages have had over 6000 readers of which 71% have been new visitors.
22.5.2017 – News
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Plenary presentation by Prof. Luke Georghiou in STEPI International Symposium – Science, technology and
Innovation Policy for Next Generation, Seoul, South Korea
29.5.2017 – News
IIT did 10 company case studies in addition to the interview survey to explore Innovation Ecosystem
strategies in changing company environments
7.8.2017 – News
IIT project is pleased to release its main deliverables here on our website!
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6

Summary

Good practices learned in the IIT project have been disseminated for company representatives in 9
workshops (until June 2017) and 6 more workshops have been planned for the rest of they year 2017. The
passed workshops have taken place in 6 countries (3 in Spain, 2 in Finland, 1 in Estonia, 1 in UK, 1 in Ireland
and 1 in the Netherlands). During June-December 2017 the workshop dissemination will take place in 4
more countries (Czech, Portugal, Austria, Belgium).
In addition to the workshop presentations written material about the IIT good innovation practices have
been and will be disseminated in all the 11 participating IIT member countries. The main distributed
material is D 2.5 (Innovation best practices report). Besides D2.5 six articles in stakeholder websites have
been published.
Third dissemination channel in relation to the good innovation practices has been the project website that
has had more than 12 000 visitors since the beginning of the project. The project teams have updated the
website with current news and stories to keep the site interesting and it has also been an outlet for the
public IIT deliverables.
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